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If you believe that this document breaches copyright please contact us providing details, and we will remove access to the work immediately and investigate your claim. than either the non-symptomatic or healthy tissue pieces (Figure 2 ). There were also 253 significant differences between tissue type (p<0.01), with highest yields from galleries and No Phytophthora (or other fungi) was isolated from SMA, very few fungi were obtained on 268 MAT, but significant differences in the percentage yield of fungi occurred when using MA+S. 
Isolation studies reveal a shift in the microbiome of oak affected with Acute Oak Decline

Discussion
405
The aims of the present study were to isolate bacteria and fungi from the stems of healthy In a recent parallel metabarcoding study which used 454 pyrosequencing to characterize the 445 bacterial communities on the same oak trees used in this study, community differences at 446 the site level were also significant [18] , corroborating the present results. Additionally it was 447 noted that there was a degree of community similarity at the tree health status level but it 448 was weaker than than that found in this study (p=0.09) [18] . This could be attributed in part, Testing is now required to understand the ecological role these organisms play in oak health 525 and their interactions with each other as well as with insects and the host. 
Conclusions
528
This study has clearly shown that there is a shift in the bacterial microbiome from 529 healthy to diseased trees.
530
Members of the Enterobacteriaceae strongly represented in symptomatic tissues but 531 not in the healthy tissues, which are dominated by Pseudomomadaceae.
532
Highly significant statistical associations of certain species of bacteria with necrotic 533 tissues occur, and different species associations with healthy tissue were clear.
534
The microbiome of diseased tissues was not dominated by a single taxon.
535
Brenneria goodwinii and Gibbsiella quercinecans were the most frequently isolated 536 bacteria in diseased tissues and should be included in pathogenicity tests. Jag.50, 123-132.
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